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Abstract: China’s cement production has been the highest worldwide for decades and contributes significant environmental pollution. Using a non-radical DEA model with slacks-based measure (SBM), this paper analyzes the environmental efficiency of China’s listed cement companies. The results suggest that the average mean of the environmental efficiency for the listed cement enterprises shows a decreasing trend in 2012 and 2013. There is a significant imbalance in environmental efficiency in these firms ranging from very low to very high. Further investigation finds that enterprise size and property structure are key factors. Increasing production concentration and decreasing the share of government investment could improve the environmental efficiency. The findings also suggest that effectively monitoring pollution products can improve environmental efficiency quickly, whereas pursuit for excessive profitability without keeping the same pace in energy saving would cause a sharp drop in environmental efficiency. Based on these findings, we proposed that companies in the Chinese cement sector might consider restructuring to improve environmental efficiency. They also need to make a trade-off between profitability and environmental protection. Finally, the Chinese government should reduce ownership control and management interventions in cement companies.
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1. Introduction

The Chinese economy has seen astonishing rates of development in the first three decades since its opening up in the early 1980s. This growth trend has been slowing down recently. An average growth rate of 9% for more than 30 years consumed a huge amount of construction materials including cement. This makes China responsible for 27.5% of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions in 2014, which is three times higher than in 1997 (BP, 2015) [1]. In line with the rapid economic growth, cement production in China reached a new record level of 2500 million tons in 2014, constituting 59.81% of the world’s cement production (USGS, 2015) [2].

As a typical energy and pollution intensive industry, the cement sector is considered one of China’s main contributors to energy consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, SO2 emission, NOx emission and dust waste. With cement production, limestone calcination and burning fossil fuels produce large amounts of air pollutants, which have negative impacts on nature and human health. It was reported that the cement industry emitted CO2, SO2, NOx and dust waste accounting for 21.8%, 4.85%, 8% and 27.1%, respectively, of the total Chinese industrial emissions in 2010 [3].

In order for the Chinese government to keep its promise at the United Nations Climate Change Conference held in Copenhagen in 2009, the cement industry, alongside the metallurgy and chemical industries, must reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40% to 45% by 2020 compared to the level of
emissions in 2005. In addition to the implementation of relevant environmental laws and regulations, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) launched guidelines in 2014 that require carbon emissions from steel and cement producers to stay at the same level by the end of 2020 as they were in 2015. Thus far, the Chinese government has launched a series of air pollution criteria for cement industry including encouraging using advanced kilns, renewable energy and new material. Cement industry in China faces huge pressure on conserving energy and reducing air pollution emission. Therefore, improving environmental efficiency in the cement companies has become an important national environment strategy.

Serious overcapacity problems also exist in the Chinese cement sector currently (e.g., only 66.8% capacity utilization in 2015 [4], which could lead to an overall industry profit shrinkage. As such, cement companies in China are facing a dilemma, i.e., how to keep profits increasing when requiring product and emission reductions? It is apparent that improving environmental efficiency should be a key reform strategy.

Substantial numbers of research on cement industry have been carried out however very few focus on its environmental efficiency at micro-level, also lack of research on the determinants of environmental efficiency at the firm level (see Section 2.1), with no comprehensive analysis about key influential factors on environmental efficiency. As all cement enterprises are required to comply with same emission criteria, the following questions are raised. What is the difference of the environmental efficiency among Chinese cement enterprises? Is it a right strategy that Chinese government implements the policy “Promoting large and shutting down small” to tackle pollution in the sector? Are there significant differences in terms of environmental efficiency for Chinese cement enterprises because a number of Chinese cement enterprises are still owned by the government? Do the state owned cement companies have higher environmental efficiency than private enterprises? The results from this study might answer some of these questions. The aim of this research is to analyze the environmental efficiency of China’s cement enterprises and identify important determinants affecting environmental efficiency in the sector. Using a two stage Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach, this paper firstly examines environmental efficiency for 16 listed cement companies in China from 2008 to 2013 through a slack-based model (SBM) with undesirable outputs; then in the second stage, it explores influential factors from different perspectives relating to environmental efficiency in these firms using Tobit regression and bootstrap truncated regression models. We hope in this way, a more comprehensive understanding of environmental efficiency in China’s cement sector can be established. This study makes contributions to existing literature in three ways: Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, this paper uses a two stage DEA approach to estimate the environmental efficiency and influential factors at the listed cement firm level for the first time. The innovations in the analysis aim to highlight the environmental efficiency problems facing cement companies and offer guidance in technology reform and resource deployment. Secondly, it conducts an empirical analysis on the relationship of the corporate scale, property ownership and environmental efficiency, and explores how influential factors impact on the environmental efficiency of listed cement firms in China. The results have implications for policy makers in setting up industry policies and national environmental regulations to solve specific problems facing Chinese cement sector. Thirdly, although CO₂ is the common undesirable output measured in environmental efficiency studies, we considered four undesirable outputs (CO₂, SO₂, NOₓ and dust waste) in line with the characteristics of cement industry. As such, this paper contributes to the extant literature by offering new evidence and insights.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sets out a literature review in relation to environmental efficiency and undesirable output measurements, respectively; Section 3 establishes the analytic models, discusses sample selection and describes variables; Section 4 reveals the data analysis results and discussion; and, finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
2. Literature Review

2.1. Measuring Environmental Efficiency

Under the pressure of climate change and energy shortages, governments in most countries have to promote regulations and policies in favor of environmental efficiency. As such, environmental efficiency research has constantly been a topical issue and has attracted significant attention in the academic debate. Research on environmental efficiency can be classified into four categories:

- **Exploration and application of the methods**: Several methods have been developed or improved for analyzing environmental efficiency [5]. Currently, DDF and SBM are the most popular methods to estimate efficiency with undesirable outputs, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.

- **Impact of environmental policies on environmental efficiency**: Several studies investigated the impacts of environmental policies and regulations on environmental efficiency. Some found that environmental regulations can help improve environmental efficiency [6], some suggested a negative influence [7], and others proved that different environmental policies may have different influences on environmental efficiency [8].

- **Undesirable outputs selection**: CO₃ is the common undesirable output in the extant literature [6,9,10] mainly because CO₂ is the major byproduct of traditional energy combustion. However, we argue that undesirable outputs should be selected based on the aims of the research objectives and the characteristics of the industry targeted, for instance, waste water, waste gas and solid waste are used to measure the environmental efficiency in manufacturing [11] and SO₂ is usually used in power industry [12].

- **Influencing variables analysis**: These studies are generally focused on countries or regions [13], or an industry [7,11,14] or at firm level [6,15]. Variables used can be summarized as region related (e.g., regional technology investment intensity, and location), industry related (e.g., industry concentration and industrial structure) and firm related (e.g., enterprise scale and age, ownership, energy consumption, R&D, profit, labor capital structure, etc.).

With regards to the existing literature on the analysis of emissions reduction and environmental efficiency of cement industry, it can be summarized as follows:

- **Using various models to predict the reducing emission potential**: For instance, conservation supply curve models (CSC) are used to estimate energy efficiency potential and CO₂ emission reduction [16]. Scenario analysis is used to examine potential of energy conservation and emissions reduction [17].

- **Exploring factors of carbon emission**: for example, log-mean divisia index (LMDI) decomposition method is used to explore what are the main factors responsible for the changes in energy consumption and CO₂ emissions [18].

- **Improving techniques and replacing raw materials to reduce carbon emission**: for example Lei [19] indicated that precalcining kiln could reduce pollution.

- **Environmental efficiency analysis**: These studies, on the one hand, focused on analyzing environmental efficiency at macro level; for example Mandal *et al.* [20] conducted environmental efficiency of India’s cement sector using DDF; Long *et al.* [21] investigated total factor productivity, eco-efficiency and the determinants of Malmquist and Malmquist–Luenberger in China’s cement manufacturers from 2005 to 2010; on the other hand, a debate on whether undesirable outputs should be included in the measurements of energy efficiency continues because some scholars argued that bias would appear when considering desirable outputs [22]. As such, researchers have tried to address this disadvantage by including undesirable outputs. Taking two examples here, Oggioni *et al.* [23] analyzed the eco-efficiency of 21 prototypes of cement industry from 2005 to 2008 in some countries using both DEA and directional distance function approach, meanwhile considering the inputs, and desirable and undesirable outputs. Riccardi *et al.* [24] assessed the efficiency of the high energetic and CO₂ emissions intensive cement production processes in 21 countries using distance function and directional distance function, and compared two different efficiencies, one with and another without undesirable outputs.
Therefore, the next section will accommodate an expanding review to the undesirable output measures in DEA (see Section 2.2).

From the discussion above, we understand that the first three aspects focus on cement production technique management and energy structure adjustment and the fourth is about the environmental efficiency analysis, however they are still not comprehensive and omissions can be found. Firstly, to our knowledge, these studies estimated the environmental efficiency at the macro level, either countries or regions [20–22,24]) but not at micro level (i.e., firm level). We argue that firm level research is necessary as firms are the primary units that emit pollution, are obligated to environmental regulations and make decisions on issues of efficiency and environmental management [25]. Secondly, most of these studies only select CO$_2$ as undesirable output [21,23], while ignoring other factors such as SO$_2$, NO$_X$, dust waste, etc., which are also significant byproducts of cement production. Thirdly, few studies explore the variables that affect the environmental efficiency of cement industry. This paper, therefore, will fill out the gap by considering four undesirable outputs in environmental efficiency estimation and explore the influencing factors at the firm level.

2.2. Undesirable Outputs Measurement in DEA

Efficiency estimations can be measured from economic, operational and environmental perspectives. Common measures include parametric and nonparametric estimators. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. As a parametric estimator, stochastic frontiers analysis (SFA) imposes restrict production function and takes random shock and error measurements into account. However, when using SFA, a specific function is needed to impose an assumption such as Cobb–Douglas equation. Furthermore, determining the specific error structure is also a difficulty in the implement of SFA.

DEA and FDH (Free Disposal Hull), as the typical nonparametric methods, require neither input nor output functions, it also does not require many data points. DEA is the most popular efficiency model and is widely used to estimate the efficiency of a system, it evaluates the relative efficiency using multiple input and output variables. The traditional DEA could be divided into two models, CCR and BCC models. The CCR model is based on constant returns to scale (CRS) assumption and estimates the overall technical efficiency (OTE) of decision-making units (DMUs) without considering the weight of variables [26]. The BCC model extends the CCR model under the variable returns to scale (VRS) assumption. Moreover, traditional DEA models are divided into input-oriented DEA model and output-oriented DEA model; the former fixing outputs to minimize inputs while the latter fixing one inputs to maximize outputs.

Despite their popularity, researchers have found a number of flaws in the DEA models in recent years. For example, under the assumption of minimizing inputs and maximizing outputs, the traditional DEA models are unable to perform well when considering any undesirable outputs. In order to tackle this issue, three measures have been used:

1. If the undesirable output has the same direction with input, the undesirable output can be treated as a certain input [27,28]. This reduces the number of undesirable outputs, and improves the environment condition.
2. Transforming the form of the undesirable outputs. The main transformation method uses multiplicative inverses (1/bad outputs) [29].
3. Adding additive inverses on undesirable outputs a sufficiently large positive vector. This method is widely used [23,30].

Distance function is another popular measure to deal with the undesirable outputs. Numerous types of distance function include radical distance function [31], hyperbolic distance function [32–34], the environmental distance function [35,36] and the directional distance function (DDF) [20,37,38] while the treatments on undesirable outputs of these method are different. However, the flaw of the distance function is the slacks of the indexes could not be found.
An alternative measurement named slacks based measures (SBM) was proposed by Tone [39]. Having similar non-oriented assumption with DDF, SBM model can measure the energy saving potential slacks and emission reducing slacks. A number of studies have extended it by including strong and weak disposability on pollution tackling [32,33,40]. A hyperbolic approach is used to measure the energy efficiency or environmental efficiency under different assumptions on the disposability of undesirable outputs. Under strong disposability, undesirable outputs reduction has little relation to desirable outputs, which means they can be reduced without cost. While under the weak disposability, the undesirable outputs reduction is related to the desirable outputs. Desirable outputs increase or inputs increase will bring about the undesirable outputs.

Considering the above discussion, this paper will use SBM model to estimate the environmental efficiency of listed cement manufacturers in China. The next section sets out the empirical models we use to analyze the data.

3. Methodology and Data

3.1. SBM Model

As discussed above, the main limitations of traditional DEA are that they do not calculate the slack of the inputs variables, outputs variables or undesirable outputs. In the context of analyzing environmental efficiency for pollutant industries like the cement industry, the pollutant outputs (e.g., carbon emission, waste, NO\textsubscript{X}, SO\textsubscript{2}, etc.), as the byproduct of the production process, cannot be ignored. As such, recent studies have used SBM model [40,41]. In our analysis, we refer the non-racial and non-oriented method in the SBM model developed by Tone [39].

In the context of discussing the cement production process in n DMUs with three factors: inputs, desirable outputs and undesirable outputs are denoted by three vectors: \( x_P \), \( y^g_P \), \( y^b_P \).

Define the metrics as follows:

\[
X = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}, \quad Y^g = [y^g_1, y^g_2, \ldots, y^g_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{s_1 \times n}, \quad Y^b = [y^b_1, y^b_2, \ldots, y^b_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{s_2 \times n}
\]

The production possibility set (PPS) could be presented as follows:

\[
P(x) = \left\{ (y^g, y^b) \mid x \text{ produce}(y^g, y^b), x \geq X\lambda, y^g \leq Y^g\lambda, y^b \geq Y^b\lambda, \lambda \geq 0 \right\}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is a non-negative vector in \( \mathbb{R}^n \).

Considering undesirable outputs by referring to Cooper et al. [42] and Zhang and Choi [43], we applied the improved SMB model to deal with strong disposability and this process can be described as follows [44]:

\[
\min \rho = \frac{1 - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{s_{i}^-}{x_{0i}}}{1 + \frac{1}{s_1 + s_2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{s_1} \frac{s_{j}^+}{y_{0j}} + \sum_{j=1}^{s_2} \frac{s_{j}^-}{y_{0j}} \right)}
\]

S.T.

\[
x_{0i} = X\lambda + s_{i}^- , \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\]

\[
y_{0j}^g = Y^g\lambda - s_{j}^+ , \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, s_1
\]

\[
y_{0r}^b = Y^b\lambda + s_{r}^- , \quad r = 1, 2, \ldots, s_2
\]

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{n} \lambda_k = 1
\]

\[
\lambda, s_{i}^-, s_{j}^+, s_{r}^- \geq 0
\]

\( m, s_1, \) and \( s_2 \) denote the number of input, desirable outputs and undesirable outputs, respectively. \( s_{i}^-, s_{j}^+ \) and \( s_{r}^- \) are the slack variables of the inputs, desirable outputs and undesirable outputs,
respectively. $s_i^-$ represents the input excess, $s_j^+$ indicates the outputs shortfall, and $s_r^-$ denotes the undesirable outputs excess. Using the Charnes–Cooper transformation, it can be transformed into a linear model as follows:

$$\min \phi = t - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} s_i^- x_{i0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

S.T.

$$t + \frac{1}{s_1 + s_2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{s_1} \frac{s_j^+}{y_{j0}} + \sum_{r=1}^{s_2} \frac{s_r^-}{y_{r0}} \right) = 1$$

$$tx_0 = X\Lambda + S_i^-, \hspace{0.5cm} i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$$

$$ty_0^b = Y^b\Lambda - S_j^+, \hspace{0.5cm} j = 1, 2, \ldots, s_1$$

$$ty_0^r = Y^b\Lambda + S_r^-, \hspace{0.5cm} r = 1, 2, \ldots, s_2$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} \Lambda_k = t$$

$$\Lambda, S_i^-, S_j^+, S_r^- \geq 0$$

where $\Lambda = t\lambda, S_i^- = ts_i^-, S_j^+ = ts_j^+, S_r^- = ts_r^-.$

An optimal solution of the model with $\phi = 1, s_i^- = s_j^+ = s_r^- = 0$, means the DMUs are efficient without any adjustment, and no potential enhancement in optimal solution.

The pioneering model assumes that the undesirable outputs are unrelated to other variables, which is inconsistent with the production technology. Strong disposability allows for the fact that the undesirable outputs are freely disposable. The cement production is accompanied by the air pollution (CO$_2$, SO$_2$, NO$_x$, etc.) and dust waste. The undesirable outputs are certainly proportional to the desirable outputs under the present production technology. The assumption of weak disposability held by Färe et al. [32] is more reasonable in cement production. The SBM model considering weak disposability presents the undesirable outputs are related to the slack of desirable outputs. The model is described as follows [44]:

$$\min \rho = \frac{1 - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} s_i^- x_{i0}}{1 + \frac{1}{s_1 + s_2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{s_1} \frac{s_j^+}{y_{j0}} + \sum_{r=1}^{s_2} \frac{s_r^-}{y_{r0}} \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

S.T.

$$x_0 = X\Lambda + S_i^-, \hspace{0.5cm} i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$$

$$y_0^b = Y^b\Lambda - S_j^+, \hspace{0.5cm} j = 1, 2, \ldots, s_1$$

$$\left( 1 + \frac{1}{s_1} \sum_{j=1}^{s_1} \frac{s_j^+}{y_{j0}} \right) y_0^b = Y^b\Lambda + S_r^-, \hspace{0.5cm} r = 1, 2, \ldots, s_2$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{n} \Lambda_k = 1$$

$$\lambda, S_i^-, S_j^+, S_r^- \geq 0$$

The difference between Model (1) and Model (3) is the third constraint condition containing a coefficient related to the potential enhancement of desirable outputs. To comply with the weak disposability assumption, Model (3) indicates the undesirable outputs are proportional to the slack of desirable outputs as well as a non-radial, non-oriented measurement. The nonlinear model could be transformed to a linear equation based on the solution of Charnes–Cooper transformation scheme.

$$\min \phi = t - \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} s_i^- x_{i0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$
The above models show that the cement enterprises’ environmental efficiency can be scaled between 0 and 1.

3.2. Regression Model

The second stage of our analysis is to identify the explanatory factors of the environmental efficiency using regression. Ordinary least squares (OLS), Tobit, and truncated regression are widely used in this second stage. The most popular approach relating the efficiency scores and contextual variables is Tobit model, which is an alternative method for OLS, when the dependent variables are either censored, or corner solution, or both.

Due to the fact that the environmental efficiency of the DMUs range from 0 to 1, the general estimation method as Ordinary Least Square will not be applicable. Based on the principle of maximum likelihood estimation, the Tobit regression model is known as truncated or censored regression model.

The Tobit model is controversial because of its problems of bias [45], and one aspect is the regression used as endogenously which is related to the explaining variables and input or output variables. If the correlativity existed, it would lead to the inconsistency in the estimator in the second stage [46]. The other aspect is the sample selection. Thus, Simar and Wilson [45] argued that compared with the Tobit model, the truncated and bootstrap truncated regressions are relatively unbiased.

In this study, the result will not lead to bias and inconsistent estimated results as the independent variables are irrelevant both to the variables used in the first stage and to the environmental efficiency scores, the sample selection in this paper is thus not random. As such, we could use the Tobit regression and the bootstrap truncated regression model as reference.

The function is written as follows:

\[ y^*_i = \hat{\beta}X_i + \epsilon_i, i = 1, 2, ... n \]  
\[ y_i = \begin{cases} y^*_i, y^*_i > 0 \\ 0, y^*_i \leq 0 \end{cases} \]  

where \( y_i \) is the SBM efficiency score of the \( i \)th DMU.

In Equation (5), \( y^*_i \) is the latent variable, \( X_i \) is the vector of independent variables, and \( \hat{\beta} \) represents the vector unknown parameter, which measures the relationship between the independent variables and the latent variables. \( \epsilon_i \) is the stochastic error of the \( i \)th DMU, which complies with normal distribution \( \epsilon_i \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \).

3.3. Sampling and Variables Description

The sample used in this study is from BvD database [47]. There are 27 listed Chinese cement companies in the database. For 10 of these companies, cement production is not their core business, and one company has merged with another firm. Therefore, we have selected 16 firms and the data collection covers 2008–2013 (the period of data coverage depended on data availability.).
The market share of these 16 listed cement firms in the whole cement sector in China is 13.54% in 2013 [48], the amount of clinker production from the 16 firms is divided by the total amount of clinker production from the sector in 2013. However, because the cement industry is a decentralized sector in China with mostly small factories whose data are difficult to access, it can be argued that our samples represent large scale Chinese cement companies employing advanced production techniques and management approaches. From our data analysis results, one can infer that the environmental efficiency for many small scale cement factories in China should be much lower than that in our sample companies.

With regard to the variables used, three inputs and five outputs (one desirable and four undesirable outputs) are included.

Input indexes. The input indexes are capital (proxy by annual total assets), labor (proxy by numbers of employees) and energy (proxy by energy consumption). The first two are considered as non-energy input variables and the last one is an energy input variable. Capital and labor inputs were collected from BvD database but energy consumption data are missing in the database. We thus calculated it using comparable comprehensive energy consumption criteria, which is regulated in GB16780-2007 [49]. We took 128 kgce/t as the criteria set by Tianjin Cement Industry Design and Research Institute Co., LTD., China Building Materials Science Research Institute and Hefei Cement Research and Design Institute in 2008. The formula is below:

\[
EC = CP \times CCEC
\]

where \(EC\) is energy consumption, \(CP\) is the clinker production and \(CCEC\) (the comparable comprehensive energy consumption of clinker) is the energy consumption of per ton clinker production, which converts various energy into the comprehensive energy consumption of standard coal. The unit is kg of standard coal/ton (kgce/t). The energy consumption index includes all types of energy, such as coal, electricity, oil, etc.

Output indexes. As to the outputs index, the desirable output index is clinker production capacity, which is the proxy of the enterprise’s production capacity. It is collected from China cement web [48]. Considering the characteristics of cement industry, four undesirable outputs are included: carbon emission, \(SO_2\) emission, \(NO_x\) emission and dust waste. These undesirable outputs are not available directly.

We therefore calculated the carbon emission following the BFSM (bottom-up factory-level sampling method), referring to the guidance in the 2006 IPCC [50]. Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories and CBMA (China Building Material Academy) [51]. Cement emissions constitute of direct emissions and indirect emissions. Unlike previous methods, BFSM takes indirect emissions into consideration. Direct emissions are mainly from cement production process including fossil fuel combustion and calcium carbonate calcinations. Because coal and electricity are the main fossil fuels of the cement industry in China, the direct emissions account for almost 90% of all emissions [52]. The indirect emissions are those from raw material transportation and electrical motors and facilities.

The other three undesirable outputs are air pollutants produced by the clinker production. The emission factors adopted follow those used by Wang et al. [53]. The coefficients of \(SO_2\), \(NO_x\) and dust waste are 0.4 kg/ton of clinker, 1.26 kg/ton of clinker and 0.15 kg/ton of clinker. The emission factors’ coefficients are estimated based on National Bureau of Statistics of China [54], emission regulations [55] and technical parameters [56].

Table 1 describes the means and standard deviation of the input and output variables used in the model of 2008 to 2013. It suggests that the absolute amount of inputs and the desirable output are increasing year by year. The growth rates are varied with the decrease since 2011 and a sharp decline in 2012. This indicates that the growth of cement manufacturers slows down in line with GDP growth in the same period. Furthermore, the large standard deviation in Table 1 shows that differences exist among the DMUs. The high standard deviation values result from the listed enterprises’ production
disequilibrium. The growth rate of clinker production has been slowing down, which might attribute to the increasingly severe environmental limits and environmental protection consciousness.

Table 1. Data description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Desirable Output</th>
<th>Undesirable Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assets (1000 usd)</td>
<td>Employee (No.)</td>
<td>Energy Consumption (kgce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Mean 2,504,470</td>
<td>8726.813</td>
<td>1,960,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 2,328,540</td>
<td>8940.575</td>
<td>2,240,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mean 3,271,089</td>
<td>10,134.81</td>
<td>2,590,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 2,768,113</td>
<td>9746.02</td>
<td>2,600,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Mean 4,537,018</td>
<td>11,965.19</td>
<td>3,290,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 3,920,988</td>
<td>10,885.7</td>
<td>3,130,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Mean 6,138,794</td>
<td>14,070.38</td>
<td>3,920,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 5,334,293</td>
<td>12,916.26</td>
<td>4,070,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Mean 6,790,239</td>
<td>14,695.44</td>
<td>4,440,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 5,773,874</td>
<td>13,106.15</td>
<td>4,620,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Mean 7,600,517</td>
<td>14,975.63</td>
<td>4,720,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 6,605,494</td>
<td>13,256.84</td>
<td>4,730,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next section, we set out the two stages of data analysis.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Environmental Efficiency of Sample Firms

In the first stage of the analysis, we estimate and compare the environmental efficiency of the 16 listed cement companies in China for strong and weak disposability, respectively. Strong disposability means the desirable outputs can be enlarged unlimittedly and the undesirable outputs could be unfettered decreases. Conversely weak disposability means that the production process is restricted by the technology level, production conditions and other limitations. The undesirable outputs cannot be reduced without limitation, and they are related to the desirable outputs.

The 16 listed cement enterprises include Anhui Conch Cement Ltd. (CONCH) (Wuhu, China), Asia Cement Corporation (ASIA CEMENT) (Taiwan), BBMG Corporation (BBMG) (Beijing, China), China Gezhouba Group Ltd. (GEZHOUBA) (Wuhan, China), China Resources Cement Holdings Limited (CHINA RESOURCES) (Hong Kong, China), China Shanshui Cement Group Ltd. (SHANSHUI) (Wuhu, China), China Tianrui Group Cement Ltd. (TIANRUI) (Hong Kong, China), Fujian Cement Ltd. (FUJIAN) (Fuzhou, China), Guangdong Tapai Group Ltd. (TAPAI) (Shanghai, China), Henan Tongli CementLtd. (TONGLI) (Shanghai, China), Huaxin Cement Ltd. (HUAXIN) (Huangshi, China), Jiangxi Wanmianqing Cement Ltd. (WANNIANQING) (Nanchang, China), Taiwan Cement Corporation (TAIWAN) (Taiwan), Tangshan Jidong Cement Ltd. (JIDONG) (Tangshan, China), West China Cement Ltd. (WEST CHINA) (Hong Kong, China), and Xinjiang Qingsong Building Materials & Chemicals (GP) Ltd. (QINGSONG) (Akesu, China).

The results measured by Matlab R2013b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Strong disposability and weak disposability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEAK</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>WEAK</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
<td>WEAK</td>
<td>STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCH</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>0.99603</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9942</td>
<td>0.94138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA CEMENT</td>
<td>0.4872</td>
<td>0.4872</td>
<td>0.47562</td>
<td>0.47562</td>
<td>0.58403</td>
<td>0.58403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBM</td>
<td>0.42544</td>
<td>0.42544</td>
<td>0.42529</td>
<td>0.42772</td>
<td>0.46471</td>
<td>0.46471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEZHOUBA</td>
<td>0.38325</td>
<td>0.39524</td>
<td>0.37268</td>
<td>0.57599</td>
<td>0.36391</td>
<td>0.36391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA RESOURCES</td>
<td>0.53445</td>
<td>0.53445</td>
<td>0.67842</td>
<td>0.8868</td>
<td>0.74916</td>
<td>0.74916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANSUI</td>
<td>0.68757</td>
<td>0.68757</td>
<td>0.80895</td>
<td>0.80895</td>
<td>0.76713</td>
<td>0.77526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIANRUI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>0.80766</td>
<td>0.80766</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.85609</td>
<td>0.85609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIDONG</td>
<td>0.90458</td>
<td>0.90458</td>
<td>0.86685</td>
<td>0.8678</td>
<td>0.87618</td>
<td>0.87618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST CHINA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.72523</td>
<td>0.72523</td>
<td>0.58776</td>
<td>0.60862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QINGSONG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82911</td>
<td>0.82911</td>
<td>0.58284</td>
<td>0.58284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.79344</td>
<td>0.79419</td>
<td>0.74119</td>
<td>0.767127</td>
<td>0.71710</td>
<td>0.71436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table above shows the strong disposability and weak disposability for various companies over the years 2008 to 2013. The values are normalized for comparison.
Table 2 suggests that for each DMU, the difference between the results of strong and weak disposability is very small. As per the hypothesis of weak disposability, the production process is restricted by techniques and other production related factors. The small gap might be caused by the government’s strict regulations in CO₂ emission forcing companies to adopt advanced technology and improve production procedure to reduce energy consumption. In recent years, Chinese government has made great efforts on tightening regulations and policies in the cement sector in order to reduce industry pollution. For example, two initiatives were launched in 2006, one is “Cement Industry Development Policy” [57] and the other is “Special Planning for Cement Industry Development” [58]. The first policy aims to abandon backward production capacity and the second regulation has led to the closure and merger of many small cement plants, which produce serious environmental pollution and resource destruction. These policies might put significant pressures on cement companies to upgrade technology and invest in advanced production equipment. Results here might suggest that these regulations and policies have had positive impacts on environmental efficiency in the sector.

The average mean of environmental efficiency in the final row with the strong disposability is 0.74360 and with weak disposability is 0.73841 (lower than the former). This is because the undesirable outputs could reduce freely under the strong disposability hypothesis. However, under the current production technology conditions, weak disposability hypothesis may be more rational because carbon emission is restricted by production to a certain extent under the present production conditions. When carbon capture technology can be achieved to recycle pollution completely, the strong disposability would be more persuasive. As such, we mainly analyze environmental efficiency for weak disposability below.

From Table 2, it can be observed that in terms of weak disposability, the average mean of the environmental efficiency for the sample cement enterprises ranges between 0.71710 (in 2012) and 0.79344 (in 2008) with a decrease trend in 2009 and 2012. If looking at individual enterprises in 2012, the lowest efficiency rate is −0.35829 for GEZHOUBA and the highest is 1 for TIANRUI; similarly in 2008, the lowest is for GEZHOUBA with the value of 0.38325 and the highest for TIANRUI is still 1. The findings indicate that a significant imbalance in environmental efficiency exists in the cement sector. We thus use a Radar Chart (see Figure 1) for a further investigation of the environmental efficiency trend for all sample companies.

![Radar Chart](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Environmental efficiency trend of listed cement companies in China during 2008–2013.

Figure 1 shows the trend development of the environmental efficiency of the 16 listed cement companies from 2008 to 2013. We can see that 10 companies stayed in a position during this period (i.e., CONCH, ASIA CEMENT, BBMG, CHINA RESOURCES, SHANSHUI, TIANRUI, TAPAI, HUAXIN, TAIWAN, and JIDONG) with little fluctuation in their environmental efficiency, however
six firms were quite unstable in the environmental efficiency during the same period and some even experienced shocks (e.g., GEZHOUBA, QINGSONG, WEST CHINA, WANNIANQING and FUJIAN).

In order to understand the differences between these companies over this period, we have gathered relevant information from multiple sources including the Environment and Social Responsibility Reports for these companies, cement industry webpages and local government news relating to the specific firms [59–61]. After an analysis of the information, we concluded the main reasons to improve the environmental efficiency for these firms in certain year(s) include investing in pollution monitor (e.g., GEZHOUBA in 2011) and advanced production line (e.g., WESTCHINA in 2012 and 2013 and TONGLI in 2008), and collaborating with researchers in universities in improving pollution reduction system (e.g., TONGLI from 2010). The reasons for CONCH and TIANRUI keeping better environmental efficiency with 0.98860 and 0.96515, respectively, are they invested significant amounts of money in infrastructure for energy conservation and environmental protection (e.g., CONCH infrastructure costs almost 40% of total investment), and took part in cement sustainability initiative (CSI) to accelerate progress toward sustainable development (e.g., TIANRUI in 2009). In contrast, the causes of a sharp drop in environmental efficiency can be tracked to mergers or restructuring (e.g., FUJIAN in 2013) in some companies, which led to production expanding considerably but without the same improvements in environmental efficiency (e.g., QINGSONG in 2010 and WANNIANQING in 2009).

4.2. Influential Factor Analysis

The second stage of the analysis is to explore influential factors affecting the environmental efficiency of the 16 listed cement companies.

The explanatory variables of environmental efficiency for factory/firm level are mainly about the enterprise character related (e.g., ownership, scale, age, location, etc.), operation related (e.g., value, profit, etc.), research related (e.g., patent, R&D investment, research labor, etc.), environment related (e.g., government regulation, environmental subsidy, environmental investment, etc.) [3,61].

As our study is conducted at firm level, with the consideration of data availability, we finalized the influential factors (referring to the summary above) for the second stage of analysis, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variables</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises scale (percentage)</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Ratio of clinker output of the firm in cement industry</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earning ability (1000 USD)</td>
<td>PROFIT</td>
<td>Profit of the firm</td>
<td>+/−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity structure</td>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>Dummy variable, 1 for SOE, 0 others</td>
<td>+/−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D and innovation</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Patent applications</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental control investment (1000 USD)</td>
<td>FQZL</td>
<td>Local industrial waste gas emission</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (1) PROFIT and FQZL calculated at 2005 constant. (2) ES and PROFIT collected from BvD database. (3) STATE collected from individual firm financial statements. (4) Patent application is used to proxy R&D and innovation which include invention patents, utility patents and appearance design, collected manually from the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of China Website [62]. (5) Cement industry is monitored by its waste gas emission by respective government department. We therefore use local industrial waste gas emission as the proxy of government regulation intervention. (6) Expected column means the expected impact of different variables on environmental efficiency. “+” means positive influence, “−” means negative influence, and “+/−” means unsure.

We define the function as follows:

$$ EE_{it} = \hat{c}_0 + \hat{c}_1ES_{it} + \hat{c}_2\ln(\text{PROFIT})_{it} + \hat{c}_3\text{STATE}_{it} + \hat{c}_4P_{it} + \hat{c}_5\ln(FQZL)_{it} + \varepsilon_{it} $$

(8)
where \( t \) represents the year, \( i \) means the \( i \)th listed cement enterprise, \( EE_{it} \) refers to the environmental efficiency of \( i \)th enterprise in the \( t \)th year, and \( \hat{c}_0, \hat{c}_1, \ldots, \hat{c}_5 \) is unknown parameters. Symbols on the right side are the corresponding influencing factors of the \( i \)th enterprise in the \( t \)th year. \( \epsilon_{it} \) is the stochastic error term obeying independent and distributed normal model.

The descriptive statistical analysis of these potential influential factors is shown in Table 4. From the table, we can observe:

1. Enterprises scale (ES) is uneven varied from 0.0855 to 5.3629, which indicates the production decentralization of cement industry in China, though the market share of sample is relatively low.
2. The profit range of these firms is reasonable.
3. The disparity of patents is large, which suggests big differences existed in terms of technology (R&D) innovation among these cement firms.
4. The comparatively small disparity (SD = 0.841823) of FQZL indicates the intensity of local industrial waste emission control is similar; in other word, the government regulations are covered well in China.

**Table 4. Descriptive statistics of explanatory variables (influential factors).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>0.73841</td>
<td>0.19104</td>
<td>0.35829</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>1.075971</td>
<td>1.090299</td>
<td>0.0855</td>
<td>5.3629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(PROFIT)</td>
<td>11.59585</td>
<td>1.439551</td>
<td>6.736797</td>
<td>14.63804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
<td>0.498683</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>5.489583</td>
<td>14.33729</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(FQZL)</td>
<td>13.38974</td>
<td>0.841823</td>
<td>11.24496</td>
<td>14.82983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1. ln(PROFIT): the natural logarithm of PROFIT. 2. ln(FQZL): the natural logarithm of FQZL.

Furthermore, in the following regression analysis, taking the environmental efficiency estimated by SBM model in the first stage of the analysis (in Section 4.1) as the dependent variables, and the influential factors in Table 4 as the independent (explanatory) variables, we use the Tobit model and the bootstrap truncation regression to estimate and the result is presented in Table 5. It depicts the coefficient, standard error, Z-value, p-value, log likelihood statistics, and Wald chi-square value.

**Table 5. Result of regression.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random Tobit</th>
<th>Bootstrap truncation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>0.18072 ***</td>
<td>0.15102 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN(PROFIT)</td>
<td>-0.08429 ***</td>
<td>-0.07511 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>-0.09804 **</td>
<td>-0.08984 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.00062</td>
<td>0.00095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN(FQZL)</td>
<td>0.04559 **</td>
<td>0.04462 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cons</td>
<td>0.96094 **</td>
<td>0.87994 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>31.44404</td>
<td>62.47649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald chi2(5)</td>
<td>114.19</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 400 replications are used for bootstrap truncated model. * \( p < 0.1 \); ** \( p < 0.05 \); *** \( p < 0.01 \).
The results in Table 5 suggest that these identified influential factors have strong impact on the environmental efficiency of the 16 listed cement companies. An in-depth discussion for each factor would be helpful to understand the reasons behind the results linking to Chinese context and extant literature.

4.2.1. Impact of Enterprise Scale

Enterprise scale can play a significant role in the improvement of environmental efficiency and the reduction of pollutants. Larger firms have comparatively more resources to invest in advanced equipment, technologies and skilled technicians. Furthermore, the Chinese government has implemented a policy “Promoting large and shutting down small” for cement companies to tackle pollution in the sector. Emission trade system (ETS) pilots were built in 2013, initially included heavy pollutant large cement companies. These policy initiatives and measurements suggest that larger enterprises have to bear much more pressure from the government and public than small firms to take social responsibilities by complying with relevant regulations and policies on energy conservation and emissions reduction. In other words, larger pollutant firms have more motives to pursue the goals of environmental efficiency improvement than small and medium companies to maintain a good public image, otherwise they will be criticized from the media, public and possibly subject to government fines.

The result in Table 5 suggests that ES has positive influence on environmental efficiency with statistical significance at 1% level. On the condition of other factors remaining unchanged and the market share of the firm increasing by 1%, the environmental efficiency will increase by 0.18072 in random Tobit regression and by 0.15102 in bootstrap truncation regression. The result is consistent with Li [11].

4.2.2. Impact of Earning Ability

The relationship between cement company profit and environmental efficiency is normally reported to be negative in the literature. As Long [19] argued that the expansion in cement production is often at the expense of the increase of carbon dioxide emission and pollution. In particular, if cement firms are purely concerned about pursuing profit target and do not take a balanced approach to improving energy efficiency simultaneously, the gap is even bigger. Our estimation in Table 5 suggests that the enterprise earning ability coefficient is negative with statistical significance, indicating that higher profits would lead environmental efficiency to decline. On the condition that the increase of the proportion of lnPROFIT by 1% and controlling other factors, the environmental efficiency will decrease by 0.08429 unit in random Tobit regression and by 0.07511 unit in bootstrap truncation regression respectively. The result supports the study of Long et al. [21].

4.2.3. Impact of Ownership Structure

There is a debate about whether state-owned enterprises are more economically efficient than private companies. State-owned firms are commonly observed to be less efficient than private ones because of their hierarchal structure and bureaucracy in management. Additionally, in China, state-owned enterprises are generally associated with government intervention, centralized decision making, and uncertain property rights. Obviously these features can be barriers to fast adoption of advanced equipment and technology to improve environmental efficiency. Table 5 presents that the ownership structure has a negative effect on environmental efficiency. Specifically, if the state-owned share increases by 1%, the environmental efficiency of the sample cement companies will decrease by an average of 0.09804 in Tobit regression with statistical significance at 5% level and by 0.08984 in bootstrap truncated regression at 1% significance level. The result agrees with the finding in Li et al. [13].
4.2.4. Impact of Patent (R&D)

Technology innovation can improve production and reduce costs. Spending on research and development (R&D) should enhance operational and environmental efficiency from reducing energy consumption and pollutant emissions. In our study, patent is used to proxy technology innovation (R&D cost) and the estimation shows in Table 5 that if holding other variables, when patent increases by 1 unit, the environmental efficiency of the sample cement companies will increase by 0.00062 in Tobit model and by 0.00095 in bootstrap truncated regression. However, their values are not statistically significant. The possible reasons can be explained from three aspects. Firstly, patent can only be roughly used to proxy R&D but not an accurate measurement. Secondly, the types of these chosen patents may not completely relate to the techniques in energy conservation and carbon mitigation. Thirdly, there should be a lag effect, which suggests the outcomes from applying current patent technology can only be achieved perhaps after a number of years.

4.2.5. Impact of Government Regulations

In the last decade, the Chinese government has taken a serious attitude towards promulgating national laws and regulations to tackle environmental issues. For example, in 2007, “The Environmental Protection Verification of Listed Company Guidance” was issued, applying to all listed companies for thermal power, steel, cement, and electrolytic aluminum industries. In 2010, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China further proposed the specific measures in emission reduction including low carbon technology research, improving mechanisms for energy conservation and emissions reduction, etc. Regional/provincial and local authorities also set their own policies to monitor environmental protection verification for listed companies that are heavy polluters. For instance, Fujian provincial government required a technical transformation scheme to be carried out in the cement industry to reduce energy emissions and improve energy efficiency; while in Shandong province, cement industry air pollutants emission standards are published.

In this study, the government’s environmental investment is used to represent governmental support through regulations and policies. The estimation result in Table 5 reveals that the relationship between this factor and the environmental efficiency of the listed cement enterprises is positive and also statistically significant. If the government’s control investment increases by 1% and other variables remain fixed, the environmental efficiency of the sample cement companies will increase by an average of 0.04559 in Tobit regression and by 0.87994 in bootstrap truncated regression at 5% significance level. The result means that the government’s investment in industrial gas treatment is vital to the improvement of environmental efficiency in the sector. This is accordance with the expectation.

Thus far, we have examined environmental efficiency for listed cement companies and have explored and discussed what factors influence the environmental efficiency of these firms. In the next section, the conclusions, limitations and implications will be set out.

5. Conclusion and Policy Implication

The cement industry is one of the targeted sectors to achieve ambitious goals in reducing energy consumption and environmental pollution by the Chinese government in “The Eleventh-Five Plan” (2006–2010) and “The Twelfth-Five Plan” (2011–2015). After a decade effort, it is meaningful to assess the impact of this national strategy. This paper estimated the environmental efficiency of 16 listed cement enterprises from 2008 to 2013 by applying a slack based model in data envelopment analysis. We found that despite the average of environmental efficiency ranging from 0.7 to 0.80 during the investigation period, a significant imbalance in environmental efficiency is observed in the sample firms, with the lowest value being around 0.35 and the highest value being around 1. Moreover, a number of companies experienced sharp increases or decreases in environmental efficiency.

This paper identifies that the enterprise scale and ownership are the main factors influencing environmental efficiency in Chinese cement companies and the findings are explained as follows:
Enterprise scale: Enterprise scale is significantly associated with environmental efficiency with larger firms being more efficient than smaller ones. It proves the government’s policy of promoting large firms and shutting down small factories in the cement industry to reduce pollution is the right strategy. The policy should continue. (2) Earning abilities: Enterprise earning ability is negatively linked to environmental efficiency, suggesting higher profit rate is normally a compromise of energy efficiency. This means that the listed cement enterprises have not achieved a good balance between profitability and their social responsibility of pollution reduction. (3) Ownership: State-owned cement companies are generally less efficient than private firms. This might suggest the state-owned status gave these enterprises a superior position and therefore they do not take environmental protection as serious as private firms. (4) Technology innovations: Patent count is insignificant. (5) Government’s regulations: The more the government invests in controlling the cement sector’s energy pollution, the higher the general environmental efficiency of the sector would be.

It is expected that the recent “Paris Agreement” reached 12 December 2015 will force the Chinese government to adopt much tougher measures and actions to tackle carbon emissions and improve the environmental efficiency of polluting sectors. A number of policy implications can be summarized based on our research findings: Firstly, scale effect is critical for Chinese cement sector and thus the government should not only intend to shut down small firms with low environmental efficiency but also encourage mergers with and restructured by high efficient large enterprises in the industry. Cement enterprises should also positively promote accelerating production concentration. Secondly, cement enterprises should make a balance between short term profitability and long term environmental protection, and invest more in pollution protection and monitoring to fulfill their social responsibility. Thirdly, as the result indicated, state-owned cement enterprises do not perform well in environmental efficiency and therefore the government should reduce its direct control, intervention on these cement enterprises. It may be a good strategy for cement sector to attract some foreign investment to bring advanced technology and management and as well as increase in competitions in the sector. Fourthly, as the result shown that the government relevant regulations have played positive roles on this matter, the government should strengthen legislations and transparent polices in the implementation of relevant regulations in this field (e.g., emission trade system and taxes have been proved being effective method to limit the carbon emission and improve the environmental efficiency). Furthermore, different companies may have different requests relating to environmental efficiency, thus government’s policies should also consider this diversity.

As with other studies, this research has identified a number of limitations. Firstly, the representativeness of the sample is limited to listed cement firms, and it is difficult to access data from smaller companies. Secondly, the time period of the study is comparatively short, again another example of a data availability issue. Thirdly, the accuracy of measurement is somewhat questionable, e.g., patent numbers to represent R&D and innovation and government environmental control investment to represent government regulations. The results might only tell part of the story. Despite these limitations, this paper makes an important contribution to the study of the environmental efficiency of listed cement enterprises in China.
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